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MIAMI’S UNPRINTED SATIRE

March Madness, a neurodegenerative 
disease in adult cows and a degenerate 
disorder in adult men, is back.


The NCAA Tournament usually correlates 
with an uptick in vasectomies so men can 
have an excuse to watch college basketball, 
but this year’s huge rivalry may instead be 
a pick between leisure and a non-surgical 
male contraceptive.


Miami University has bragging rights to an 
experimental birth control pill that 
researchers claim “will stop [morons like] 
you from reproducing.”


Currently, men only have three effective 
options for birth control: condoms, 
vasectomies, and bad hygiene.


This miraculous  contraceptive works to 
reduce excess dribbling, completely 
changing the game.


Men can expect that travel restrictions will 
begin to lift on and off the court, and that 
frustrated fans will have to lift themselves 
off the couch.


“I just wanted to watch men play with balls 
and passionately sweat on each other,” 
some guy from high school posted online. 
“My bracket and the economy are ruined.”


If men don’t catch the game, the first 
website to pop up says that side effects 
include headaches, nausea, spontaneous 
combustion, erectile malfunction, and 
mood swings (tantrums).

Undergraduates who underprepare have 
been given a second chance at life thanks 
to a new degree in nothing in particular.


“At Miami, you can do and be anything you 
choose,” the major description reads. 
“After, you’re on your own lmao [sic].”


The post-pandemic job market seems to 
also hold this over graduates, too.


“Employers don’t value your diploma or 
qualifications,” a career specialist told us. 
“They want to see [graduates] buckle 
under the weight of late-stage capitalism.”

Are you seriously reading satire by yourself?

@hateanddishonor on instagram

MALE BIRTH CONTROL 
RESEARCH THREATENS 
MARCH MADNESS

MIAMI UNIVERSITY TO 
OFFER BACHELOR’S 
DEGREE IN UNDECIDED

The Weekly 3 leaves out the good parts.


Hate & Dishonor presents this week’s 
dishonorable mentions

 The Rec Center has hired paid actors to 
offer unsolicited exercise advice to 
patrons as a solution to overpopulation

 The Howe Writing Center has replaced 
its consultants with chatbots capable of 
proofreading drunk texts

 Student Counseling Services now offers 
walk-in lobotomies during regular 
operating hours.


Email or message us with your choice and 
your mother’s maiden name and we’ll 
respond with an entire newsflash.

pick A weekly 3 TOPIC, 
GET THE WHOLE STORY



“My parents wanted me to become a doctor’s note.”

MASCOT KILLS VISITING 
BASEBALL TEAM, VOWS 
TO STRIKE AGAIN 

HATE & DISHONOR 
VERSION 0.0.6 UPDATE
The latest version brings bug fixes, 
performance improvements, and new 
features.


What’s new

 Tweaked student health survey emails 
to now use emotional blackmai

 Improved facial recognition and 
location sharin

 Fixed a bug that prevented peer-to-peer 
sharing of print and digital issue

 Changed yellow paper to imperceptibly 
yellower single-use plasti

 Added family friendly nudit

 Added a humor sectio

 Found a lum

 Sold your data to a third part

 Removed fall damage (in beta

 Updated version numbe

 Day 42: The others have resorted to 
cannibalism. I’m next on the menu. 
This is my final message. Please, if 
you’re reading this, send help. We’re at

Hangovercast is persisting in the region. 
Beware of false spring, which comes to you 
in a fake tan, but outwardly it is freezing 
winds. April Fools comes early as the 
temperature pranks our earthly existence.

The Weather

Hate & Dishonor is the humanest college 
news-thing west of the middle of nowhere.


We accept debit, credit, and destructive 
criticism at hateanddishonor@gmail.com.

HEY, LOOK DOWN HERE!

HAYDEN PARK — Police have just made 
an arrest in connection to the 
quadragintuple homicide of an unidentified 
visiting baseball team.


Swoop the Redhawk, 25, was arrested on 
40 counts of first-degree murder and a 
degree in sport leadership and 
management after attempting to run home, 
but he may not pass time behind bars.


The umpire could make a controversial 
judgement call on the grounds of team 
spirit that would allow the mascot to walk 
free, which means he would be awarded 
first base without the possibility of being 
called out of parole.


Families of the losing victims will likely 
appeal that decision, and their attorneys 
are ready to heckle for a harsher penalty.


“[Swoop] is dangerous,” attorneys stated. 
“If he sees red again, there’s no telling 
what he might do.”


Attorneys may have a home-field 
advantage against the recently divorced 
mascot thanks to new evidence.


Police have released footage that shows 
Swoop warming up in the bullpen with a 
semi-automatic pitching machine and 
scrawling in an annotated paperback of 
The Catcher Behind Home Plate.


All eight spectators of the crime told police 
that the anthropomorphic raptor battered 
the away team with a baseball bat; 
autopsies confirmed this, which brings his 
batting average up to a .408 this season.


Swoop only had this to tell our reporters: 
“I am guilty, but I will never plead.”


The scoreboard will observe a moment of 
silence followed by 40 uninterrupted hours 
of “Take Me Out (to the Ball Game)”.


